
Friends, 
 
It’s time to get money out and voters in. 
 
The Democracy In Motion tour will be sweeping through New York from November 13-15 to discuss the 
deep problems that face our democracy and immediate actions we can take to begin building solutions.  
 
Join us in New York City on Thursday, November 15 from 7-9 p.m at the NYU School of Law, 210 
Vanderbilt Hall, 40 Washington Square. 
e 
The tour will build momentum for two significant efforts: 
 
1. The national movement for a constitutional amendment to overturn the Supreme Court’s disastrous 
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission ruling, take democracy off the auction block, and 
preserve constitutional rights for people not corporations. 
 
2. The Fair Elections Act to level the playing field through public financing of New York elections. A hard-
fought struggle to pass this legislation may be coming to a head at the end of November. Learn what 
you can do to help. 
 
The New York City stop will feature a dynamic presentation from speakers including Mark Green,  
author, former Public Advocate for NYC and Democratic nominee for mayor 2001; Jonah Minkoff-Zern 
from Public Citizen’s Democracy Is For People Campaign; and Jesse Laymon from Citizen Action and is 
co-sponsored by NYU School of Law’s American Constitution Society. 
 
RSVP to attend the tour stop in New York City on Thursday, November 15 from 7-9 p.m at the NYU 
School of Law, 210 Vanderbilt Hall, 40 Washington Square. 
 
Nearly nine in 10 Americans believe that big companies have too much power. New York City’s 
experience shows that public financing of elections can empower everyday citizens to have a more 
influential role in who gets elected and what they do. 
 
The vast majority of the American people are outraged by Citizens United. We are already seeing the 
damaging impact of unlimited spending on our electoral process. It is expected that as much as $10 
billion will be spent in the 2012 election cycle. 
 
It is time to turn outrage into action. 
 
Sign up to attend the New York City event.  
 
I look forward to seeing you on the road. 
 
Onward, 
 
Jonah Minkoff-Zern 
Public Citizen’s Democracy Is For People Campaign 
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P.S. Do one more easy thing before you move to the next message in your inbox. Forward this email to 
five friends, family members, neighbors or colleagues in New York. The best way for us to fill the room 
for these events is by word of mouth. 


